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CHAPTER 49 PROJECTS
Lancaster, CA

Steve Brayil of Palmdale, CA and his RV-4,
working on the empennage kit. Jack Hakes
reports "both good workmanship".

~c:;;..__

Jack Hakes, Technical Counselor of Uano. CA.
Jack's personal RV-6 is 90% complete and he
hopes to fly in 1991. it is a Lycomi ng, 180 hp,
0-360 and a constant speed propeller, wing
leveler and heading hold, Amav. Loran. ·Narco
radios, encoder &-transponder.

_ ___

Mike Bender of Lancas1er. CA with a P.;'-4 about
80% complete. Jack Hakes reports "very nice
construction·.

Bob St.Clair of Palmdale, CA is working on his
L~ncair Quik-kit. Jack reports ·really doing a
nice job--his second kit aircraft and now flying a
LongEZ".
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READ ONCE COMPLETELY BEFORE STARTING
By Lou Stolp
One 0·1 the most frustrating ·jobs for many
builders is fitting the windshield and especially
the band around the lower attachment to the
cowl. Let's approach the problem step by step.
Like many problems, there may be better ways
to do the job, but this one works very well.
The first thing to do is fit the windshield to the
cowl. It is advisable to have a smaller cockpit
hole in the cowl than you intend to end up wtth
so as to give support when fitting the windshield
and formi ng the band. The same basic
windshield will fit many airplanes so they must
be individually fit. First remove the protective
coating, then hold the shield in approximately
the position you want it and eyeball where to cut
the majority of the trim. Next mark reference
marks on the cowl to position the windshield to
the cowl. Measure from rear cockpit bulkhead
forward and the same distance up from the
fongerons. Mark the final windshield trim with a
felt tip pen. This is done by placing a small
spacer under the pen and holding it flat <1gainst
the cowling. After final windshield trimming, all
edges must be smoothed by sanding or similar
method. Next mark a line 1/2" up from the
bottom of the windshield so it parallels the
longer edge. Divide this line starting 112· from
the tall of the windshield into approximately 2·
divisions. Using a high speed (fast turning) drill
motor, drill some #10 or 3/16" test holes in a
piece of scrap plex to make sure it does not
crack the plexiglas. Do not drill pj!ot holes as
they can cause the larger drill to grab when it
goes through. When you are satisfied you are
drilling a smooth hole in the scrap, drill the holes
in the· windshield. After drilling all the holes,
slightly chamfer the edges of all holes. When
this is done you are well on the way to
becoming a hero.
Now all we have left is to install the attach
band. Make the band from .040 Aluminum, "O"
condition, but let's make a pattern first. Poster
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cardboard is good to make the pattern but Bond
paper works very well. Hold the pattern material
against the outside of the windshield and draw a
line around the lower edge. On the pattern,
draw parallel lines 1" from this line, both sides.
This is our pattern. Now cut this from the .040
soft aluminum. Using skin clamps, secure this
aluminum to the lower edge of the windshield
making sure to center the band. Drill #30 holes
with the #1 o holes in the glass. The windshield
has larger holes so there will be no bind on the
glass causing it to crack. Start from the center
when drilling the band and cleco each hole if
you have them available, if not use bolts & nuts.
Do not over tighten. After the band is drilled it
may be removed and dimple countersunk if you
want to use flush rivets. Check fit and
smoothness, then install a piece of plastic
electrical tape to 1he band where it will come I ~
contact wtth the windshield. Next using 1/8" soft
countersunk rivets, <19ain starting at the center,
remove the clecos one at a time and using a
large O.D. washer against the plexiglas rivet the
band to the windshield. Now you are almost a
hero. All you have to do is bend up the flange.
Clamp a short length of approximately 1"
diameter hardwood Dowel in the vise. Hold the
windshield upside down and index the flange
over the Dowel approximately on the center line
of the flange. With a rubber hammer, gently
form the flange to approximately the proper
angle. It takes very little forming. Now a second
person is handy. Hold the windshield on the
cowl and using a short length of 1" hardwood
Dowel and a hammer complete the forming. It Is
a help to buck up under the cowl while forming
the flange. Drill attach holes as necessary and
again facing the matting side with electric plastic
tape the shield is ready to install. Make final
cockpit trim and install the windshield. You are
now eligible tor a hero badge. How about that. '-'

Pre-fit the canopy to the fuselage.

Mark the center in line of the drill hole using a
machinist rule and a fett tip pen.

Carefully drill the plexiglass. Note the backup
lock on the drill press.

Copy the shape of the plexlglass where it meets
the fuselage on the cardboard and transfer that
to the metal.
·

U c ut the metal strip ou t and dri ll its hol es to
correspond to the cowling .

This shows the compl ete "attach band" and
canopy.
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Form the attach band curvature over Dowel

vise.

SONERAI Ill DESIGN MODS
From th& Sonerai Newsletter
By Retch&r Burns
Fletcher Burns from Andrews AFB in MD, has
put a sliding canopy on a Sonerai II and he
states that the funny thing Is that the taster you
go the more it wants to close Itself. The aircraft
has wings that are t hicker than normal "after a
bent wing on his way to Oshkosh whi ch he
reports is another story in itselr. He came up
with a 15% thick airfoil from Hany Riblett and he
loves it. It hasn't slowed hi m down at all and he
has sandbagged them down to 9 G's static
without a wrinkle. Thicker is stronger! This is a
general aviation airfoil not a pylon race airfoil. It
lands much softer now, climbs better with 2
aboard and t he roll rat e really imp roved
(although it didn1 need to). He even tapered
the spar down to where i t all slides into the
stock. spar carry through. He used the spar
carry through to support the wings In 9 G testing
at 800 lbs. gross weight and si nce 4.5 to 5 G's
is all he cares to take, he has a good safety
margin. This ai rplane has been a lot of fun and
has truly been experimental . The FAA has been
very good to me, especially with the new wings.
He wanted to build his own pl ane since high
school and he even joined the Ai r Force as a
sheet metal man to learn how they were buitt.
Both the Air Force and he had benefited from
his enlistment. The main purpose in picking the
airfoil he did is tts improved reaction to a control
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Use a Dowel and an auto body shop hammer to
correct any discrepancies on the fuselage.
surface on Its trailing edge. This was really
confirmed with the i ncrease i n roll rate. Long
ago he put a set of wings on it which were 10
feet each panel hopi ng to Increase the climb
rate, but he was very disappointed. He used
the original airfoil and all he accomplished was
to make the plane difficult to fly. Adverse yaw
was terrible and it refused to sink out of ground
effect on landing, it just sort of fell t hrough. He
thought about just cutting off 2 feet on each sid&..
and then he read that book and just had to see
what a new airfoil would do. He also failed to
mention t hat the thing turns on a dime now
without the stick shaking.

Editor's Comments: Fletcher Sonerai has an
interesting life so far. The book that he mentions
is by Harry Riblett for anyone concerned.
Ben's Comments: I recently did a Craftsman's
Corner on Harry Riblett and his airfoils, he
advertises in the back of Sport Aviation. The
book is a real bargain and Harry can offer you
airfoil advice that very few people can.
Probably, one of the best references I have
found on overall airfoil design. If anyone is
having trouble with airfoils, Harry Riblett is the
fellow to answer questions. You can contact
Harry at 416 Riblett Lane, Wilmington, DE
19808, telephone (302)994-0479. The bool,,,.
sells for $18.00 postpaid, $20.00 for overseas.

MICHEL ARCAND'$ MARANDA M-S14

Michel Arcand reports on his
Maranda M-S14, all wood .
Fuselage is being built up in
Mic hel's basement at his
home in St. Lambert, Del evis,
Quebec, Canada.

\... Maranda ailerons and flaps join the plywood
construction and spruce spar.

Nice wol1<manship on the elevator and stabilizer
all using plywood ribs.
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This shows the Mttchell Wing U2 fuselage and
plywood former In tts pre-cover S1age.

This shows the installation of t he canopy and t he
bearing around the canopy during conS1ruction.

He made the cowl for the Fisher 101 airplane.

This shows the engine mount workup on a
covered aircraft.

The rather unique gas tank made for the U2 by
the builder.

A Lazair, serial no. A556, after rebuilt work on
liftoff.

We are encouraging people with expertise In ultralights to becotn8 Technical Counselors.
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ACRO SPORT BUILDERS REPORT
By Frank Gibney
Frank Gibney reporls in par! on his Aero
Sport on use of Mobil 1. I have found that my
slow airspeed problem was re lated to
calibration, not performance. In fact, my cruise
speed is now about 122 MPH @> 2,500 RPM
STP. I expect that figure to climb after
eliminating some drag. I have also switched to
a Mobil 1, Automotive Racing, 20W50 oil and a
PTFE additive. I found this lowered my oil
temperature about ten degrees, allowing me to
lean the mixture setting without over-temping
and noticeably reduces the throttle setting on
the quadrant at cruise. Interestingly enough. I
have also noticed no reduction in oil pressure at
the higher operating temperatu res as I
experienced_with mineral oil. If you have any
words of wisdom, or caution, please let me
know.

SUNKEN FLOAT
Alex Sloan, PGA Professional
Florence, AL
Alex Sloan, EAA Technical Counselor, reports
on an accident he had in December of '89 with
his RV-3. First, he thought it was fuel pump
failure but took his engine to the shop to rebuild
and the ~oss said to him "by the _way, your
engine qu,t on you because the float in the carb
sank". Alex said, "That blew my mind-·Whyr 1
complied with an A.O. only a short time prior to
the accident and Installed a new float. When I
told him that he said he wished he had known it
and he would have them pay for part of the
inspection and rebuild. I showed him the
logbook where I had made the entry and he just
shrugged his shoulders. I called the FAA to give
them the final report so they could close the file
on the accident and I asked what my recourse
was as I had done what was required and iost
my airplane In doing so and they had no answer.
The new float had a pin hole in the solder joint.
They fixed it at the shop where they rebuilt the
~ engine so I had no proof other than their word.
• Boy, what a revolting development that was!

Murphy was at work once again. His law is
Irrefutable.

THE END OF LEADED FUEL
The Lycoming Flyer
( Edited for brevity)

After the end of 1992. no aviation engines
requi ring leaded aviation gasoline may be
produced or sold.
After 1995, the new law prohibits the sale of
any motor gasoline which contains lead or lead
additives.
It is quite likel y that the recipe for aviation
gasoline will not change except for the removal
of the lead. This will have the effect of changing
100 octane Low Lead fuel to a No Lead aviation
gasoline of approximately 93 to 94 octane.
There are at least two areas of uncertainty to be
explored before 1OOLL disappears from the
marketplace. What effect will no lead have on
today's engines and how will those engines
tolerate the reduced octane level?
The removal of lead from automotive fuel
tended to promote valve seat wear. Solving this
problem required the use of better metals.
Today's aircraft engines already use improved
materials in these areas so i t is unlikely that
removal of lead from the fuel will result In a wear
problem.
Many of the high performance Lycoming
engines operating today may not need 100
octane fuel to obtain rated takeoff and climb
performance due to the richer mixtures used for
cooling during these operations. If unleaded
fuel with a maximum 93 octane rating Is
adopted, changes in cruise leaning procedures
will be necessary because of reduced
detonation margins. With a change In cruise
perfor'."ance a nd in leaning lim i ts, Pilot
Operating Handbooks and Engine Operating
Manuals would require changes.
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Engine & Fuel Sections
GROUND THOSE FUEL TANKS!

LEAKING SPARK PLUG BUSHING?

Not many people are aware but fiberglass
tanks should really be grounded. We have had
previous articles in Sport Ayiation on grounding
tanks in aircraft and even plastic tanks that you
use to fill your aircraft tanks with. You probably
recall the articles on Bill Barton a nd hi s
fiberglass tanks in t he November/December
1989 Sport Aviation. The articles on fueling up
safely was in the Craftsman's Corner of the
February 1988 Sport Aviation.
The Around the World Voyager had fiberglass
tanks but they didn't use grounding material
which is like a very light metallic mesh inside to
save weight. Dick Rutan reported on the static
electricity he could see floating around on the
top of the tanks at night. EAA member, Terry
Schubert, reports that in portions of the interior
fuel cells on the Voyager carbon tracking was
noticed whic h is an indication of very hi gh
voltage electricity wandering from point to point.
If you must use a fiberglass tank in your aircraft,
contact Bill Barton to see i f you can get the
mesh that is used inside t hem to ground them.
The same applies to any plastic tank used for
any fueling operation. He re the solution Is
simple, just stuff metallic screen inside, run a
wire from t he metallic screen out through the
filler neck and silicone In place so that you will
have a grounding device for tt.

Eastern Cessna 190/195
Association News

CYLINDER HEAD TEMPERATURE
Opt io ns for cylinde r head temperat ure
pickups are etther the bayonet type or the plug
washer. Bob Ohnmeiss of Textron Lycoming
states "the bayonets are in the lower portion of
the cylinders and are the most accurate". On an
old engine, if you have to use a spark plug
pickup, it should be in the lower portion of the
cylinder head but these spark plug pickups can
be off from 70 to 75 degrees fah renheit either
way. Put it on the hottest cylinder depicted by
the manufacturer. He would expect this to be
one of the rear cylinders but he suggests that
you call the designer or the manufacturer to see
what their recommendation might be.
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Let me share with you a "fix" that worked on
one cylinder, one time (I guess that is batting
·1.000· according to Pete Rose). I had one of
the jugs on my brand-new shiny Mother Jack,
fresh from the Jacobs Service Co. hatchery,
devel op a pesky and substanti al leak. Not
being enamored with the idea of removing the
jug (even t hough Jim McCracken had offered to
replace it several times), Cliff Crabs noted in the
Locktite catalog an item of interest and called
me. He pointed out that Locktite #290 had
several interesting features: tt would withstand
400 degrees F. It would fill gaps of up to .005".
It was compatible wi th all metal s, could be
drilled or removed with ordinary tools. etc., and
was l;lVailable In most automotive shops, my
local one being no exception.
.
The cylinder was warmed up with a short n.,n
with the cowling off. Standard solvent with an
air gun was used to clean up the area around
the bushi ng and cylinde r head. A vacuum
sweeper was connected to the other spatk plug
hole and while it was pulling a small vacuum on
the cylinder, M EK (methyl ethyl ketone) was
squirted all around the suspected leaky bushing
with a small hypodermic syringe. The stuff was
either evaporating rapidly or was being sucked
into and through the leak channel. The exhaust
of the sweeper smelled of MEK after a few
seconds, confirming the fact that the stuff was
going right down the leak channel. After several
minutes of this cleaning, the cylinder and plug
bushing were allowed to dry. The Locktite 290
flowed all around the bushing while the sweeper
was pulling a vacuum. The sweeper was turned
off and more 290 was applied repeatedly for
several applications over 20-30 minutes. It was
allowed to ·set up" overnight and the engine ran
the next day. So far I have about 15-18 hours
on it and it is completely dry (and coked over, I
hope).

~@'il'M li\llill®Ofrole ffl@IIDll.li\lilOO
BQTAX 377
This engine has quit running approximately 3
v times • the last time it caused an accident. It
was sent to the manufacturer after it quit one
time and they could not determine why it quit.
This Inspector suspects fuel fil ter c logging
and/or carburetor ice. The engine was installed
in a Baker Bob Cat.
ROTAX 503 DC
The crankshaft broke in the center section.
Break caused by PTO end bearing failure.
Failure of bearings caused by a bolt that had
previously broke on belt drive adapter where it
bolted to the motor causing unequal pressure
on the PTO bearings, causin g stress and
overheating of them. This engine was installed
on a Challenger II.

REVMASTER 2100 D
ENGINE PROBLEMS
Power loss aft er tak eoff , investigati on
disclosed cylinder head loose, number 3 cylinder
\... run ning very lean. High te mp caused bu rn
through of head. New exhaust valves had just
been installed. Head not torqued property. This
Revmaster installed in a Fletcher Sonerai ti.

AIRWORTHINESS DIRECTIVES ON
AIRCRAFT ENGINES
Did you know that there has only been one
airwonhiness directive on most engines that our
EAA members use In the past ten years? One
each for those Lycomings and one each for
Continental s . FAA is now talking abo ut
requiring ADs to be placed on engines used In
our amateur built aircraft, although at this point
the amateur builder can still do the installation
himself even if he is not an A & P mechanic. It
would be a good idea to ask those builders if
they have in fact installed ADs. If they want a
complete listing for their engine, they can write
to EAA Headquaners, Information Services for
this. It Is always a good Idea to pU1 those ADs
on even though we know that some of them
have a dual purpose for the manufacturer,
· safety and a measure of liability protection for
the manufacturer·. EAA still recommends that
all ADs necessary on engines and propellers be
done by the builder before the inspector comes.

"FINCHBIRD"

HOPPE'S GUN OIL
From an unidentified Technical Counselor, we
received the tip if you want to keep clean fuel
injection nozzles, Hoppe's Gun Oil, which I
believe is also known as Hoppe's No.5, is better
than NEK to dean fuel injectors.

AUTO ENGINE VACUUM PUMP
By Harold A. Lall
Hint: This may be common knowledge, but I
just found it out. My diesel Ram 50 Dodge
pickup has an alternator that has a vacuum
pump built on the back of It. h is a vane type
pump that supplies the vacuum needed, since a
diesel engine does not develop vacuum. I
thought this might be of value to those people
'-' that use auto engines in their aircraft, but would
like an engine driven vacuum system for their
instruments.

Richard is proud of his rebuilding of the airplane
but prouder still of his Buick V-6 conversion. His
recent newsletter indicated that it Is possible to
add a gear box to the Peugot, Volvo, Renault V6 engine for a total cost of less than $1,000.
The P.V. R.(Peugot, Volvo, Renault) V-6 is only
174 cubic inches displacement compared to the
Buick V-6 at 231. tt is also 9" wider than the V-6
due to the fact that it i s a n overhead cam
engine. The principal feature is the weight of
the PVR V-6 at 337 versus a Buick V-6 at 350.
However the Buick is all cast iron and the PVR
V-6 is all aluminum. For the details on Richard's
experimenting. you can contact Richard Finch,
SAE, P.O. Box 1311, Goleta, CA 93116.
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RICHARD FINCH, TECHNICAL COUNSELOR

Goleta, CA
Richard is now working with Jim Kem al Task
Research on a two-thirds scale P-51 . He is
writing the assembly manual, the company
newsletter and news releases for the aircraft.
He is using a George Morse Prowler V·8 aulo
eng in e and he is installing explosive
suppressing foam in the 75 gallon wet wing fuel
tank and an on board, plumbed-in Halon 1211
fire extinguishing system in the prototype. The
new type VI foam has a life expectancy of 50
years a nd the cost to prot ect a 50 gallon
capacity airplane is about $200. As Dick says,
"What is a human life worth?" They have had
several fatalities, (4) in fact, in Santa Paula just
this year caused by fire.
In addition, he reports on the V-12, developed
by Ryan Falconer of Falconer Racing Engines in
Salinas, CA. Ryan was the engine developer
and builder for the Chevrolet Corvette G.T. P.
that beat Porsche, Jaguar, Ferrari, and all other
Gran Touring prototype race cars in road racing
just a couple of years ago. He has developed
and manufactured a small-block Chevy style V•
12 monster motor for off-shore race boats, raoe
cars, custom cars and airplanes! Based on a
Falconer designed, all aluminum, 90 degree V12 block, the lightweight 523 pound engine puts
out 1,000 hp at 7,000 rpm and 810 ft.lbs. of
torque at 5,500 rpm. At 2,000 rpm It produced
over 600 ft.lbs. of torque which equals 600 hp!

This front quarter view of the Falconer V-12
shows the very compact shape of the engine.
The basic V-12 cylinder block is only 30-1/2"
long, and the width of the engine is just barely
21" wide.
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The aft end of the Falconer V-1 2 engine block
utilizes the exact flange and bolt pattern as the
small block Chevrolet V-8, making the engine a
bolt-In for a wide variety of applications.

This Falconer V-12 short block shows the1..,.
screw-In head mo un ting studs, and the
balanced, machined billet steel crankshaft and
connecting rods.

The proof, the concept is in the many, many
hours of dynometer testing as shown here. You
can easily see the six separate ignition coils,
three mounted on the aft end of each cylindert..,.
head, and the splayed valve, investment cast
rocker arms in the cylinder head.

Notices
.__)

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

Volunteers are needed for both Homebuilt
Aircraft Judging and the Technical Counselor/
Homebuilders Corner area at the Oshkosh
Convention . Those interested in becoming
judges can contact John Winter, 407 Hiller St.,
Belmont, CA 94002, telephone (415) 592-2522.
Those interested in volunteering in the Technical
Cou nselor area or at Homebu ilders
Headquarters as a general volunteer can
contact Ben Owen at EAA, telephone (414)4264821.

CONGRATULATIONS CLARENCE WITTE
Chapter 410, Technical Counselor
Rock Falls, IL

For some time now, I have been trying to find
a small token of my appreciation. I could not
seem to find just the right Item. I then came
across this collecto(s edition on Flight from the
Smithsonian Institut e. tt is my sincerest hope
that every time you browse its pages or even
look at it on your shelf, you will not only think of
me and 41 0DL but the gratitude and
app reciation this student has for you, his
teacher. Read and enjoy.
Sincerely,
Donnie Licocci

Editor's Note: Every once In a while we get a
nice thank you letter from one of the builders
that our Technical Counselors have helped out.
Here Is an especially nice one to Clarence IMtte
that I thought I would share with you.

V Dear Clarence,
One of the rewards of being a teacher and a
coach is the expression of thanks received from
present and past students. The time and effort
so willingly given to youngsters to provide the
opportunity for education and eventually their
suocess in life is my job, and I do not expect any
acknowledgment from them. I have always felt
and hoped that their suocess in life was also, in
some way, my suocess. However, when such
acknowledgment and expression of thanks are
received, the elation is immeasurable.
tt is as a student of yours that I write this note.
I cannot find adequate words to express my
gratitude for all the time, effort, technical knowhow and patience (and sometimes impatience)
you had for me In the completion of the Sonerai
II, 41 0DL. You are a master craftsman and your
generosity with your ability and knowledge
cannot be measured by any physical means. It
is with a feeling of inadequacy that I extend to
\.)you my sincerest and heartfelt "THANK YOU"
for all you have done for me.

Don Ucooci's Sonerai II at the airport and ready
to go.

LIGHT SPEED ENGINEERING NOTICE
Light Speed Engineering, 11893 Geode,
Fountain Valley, CA 92708, telephone {714)8392344. Lig ht Speed is still producing the
electronic ignition for all types of engines, light
weight wheel fairings, pusher spinners. tractor
spinner dome replacements, etc. You might
write to them for their brochure If you are
interested.
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ENGINE TIPS
FROM THE COMPUTER LINE
As most of you should be aware of by now,
the FAA has a Service Difficulty Report (SOR),
computer bulletin board available at 1·800-4263580 Central nme, Monday through Friday, 3:30
p.m. to 7:00 a.m., Weekends & Holidays. The
password is "SAFETY".
The following are some of the reports that
Were passed in to that section.
1.) Lycoming unknown cubic inch displacement
in an RV-6, the exhaust pipes had cracked twice
at the #4 cylinder. The second time was In
flight; a safe, loud landing was made and It was
found that the pipe had completely separated
and had also cracked at the "Y" connection.
The pipes were braced from an oil pan bolt
directly down to the pipes. The manufacturer
stated that the brace should have gone to the
rear of the pipes instead of straight down to the
pipes.
2.) Scooter, engine type unknown. The engine
failed in flight. Investigation found ice in the fuel
system between the tank and carburetor.

Suggest a drain system and more thorough
preflight.

'

3.) Voiksplane with a Volkswagen engine and a
Slick magneto 4216. The Slick magneto 4216"
h a s a design life of 800 hours and is not
rebuildable. However, the prudent builder
should closely examine sooner than 800 h��rs.
Remove rear housing and examine poin �for
excessive pitting, nylon gear shafts':lor
lubrication and front bearing for wobble. �diy
pitted points can be resurfaced with a cut-off
blade on a Dremel tool (use side, not edge). 'No
point adjustment is possible or probably
necessary. Reiube bushings and reassemb.le.
Note right and left rotation on data plate and
install nylon gear accordingly. Don't install gear
"'
off a tooth.
4.) Voiksplane, Volkswagen engine. The prop
hub contains a TDC mark which has been used
for the past 16 years to time the Slick 4216
magneto. Last mag timing, used a dial indicator
on top of #1 piston and discovered that the TDC
mark on prop hub is actually 3 degrees ATOC.
Engine performs noticeably better when timed \_
·.
correctly!
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